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THE CRADDOCK CENTER MISSION STATEMENT 

Our mission is to deliver educational and cultural programs to children, families, and communities, primarily in Southern 

Appalachia. We serve by sharing and spreading centuries old traditions of song and story characteristic of the region.   

P.O. BOX 69 , 186 FRED CRADDOCK DRIVE, CHERRY LOG, GA 30522 | 706-632-1772 | craddockcenter@tds.net| craddockcenter.org  
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______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Telephone: __________________  Email: ___________________________________________________  

Check enclosed: $________  Credit Card#: ________________________Expiration__________________ 

                       MAIL TO:  The Craddock Center, Post Office Box 69, Cherry Log, Georgia 30522. 

For tournament sponsorship opportunities please contact The Craddock Center 
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  CRADDOCK STORIES 

 

Once when we were in Oklahoma, they announced a tornado was  

coming. We stood out in the front yard and watched the tornado, and the 

weatherman  was right— it was coming.  We watched it move, and we 

thought it would change directions. Then we saw that it was not going to 

change directions, it was going to get our house. So we cranked up the 

car and started out of the driveway. “Oh, no! Where’s Gretchen?”  

Gretchen was this little old sausage dog; she was old. She wouldn’t bring       

anything on the market. Here comes a tornado, and we take time to go  

back in and get Gretchen. Now we’re reaching the level of stupidity. 

 

The  shepherd had a little enclosure out in the desert. He brings the sheep in, but there are 

wolves and there are cougars. The shepherd lies down across the gate thinking, Anything that 

gets to the sheep will have to come by me.  Now, we’re approaching something hard. What’s the 

name for this? The name for it is love. 

 

CHILDREN’S ENRICHMENT PROGRAM 

 

A Difference Made  

I told the story about Mr. Rabbit, who was the town grocer, having  
trouble seeing.  Nurse Fox, who was the town nurse, placed a grocery 
order and saw that Mr. Rabbit was getting her items mixed up.  Mr. 
Rabbit admitted to not being able to see well.                                                                             

Nurse Fox suggested an eye exam, which Mr. Rabbit had done the next day and was fitted for 
the perfect Rabbit glasses.   

A little girl in one of my classes had just gotten glasses, but was hesitant to wear them for fear 
the other children would make fun of her.  She kept her glasses in her pocket. 

After I told the story, she pulled her glasses out of her pocket and now wears them every day!   
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                                                                                                                                                                           Pursuant to GA Code Section 43-17-8 this charitable appeal is made on behalf of  

                                                                                                                                                                     The Craddock Center located in Cherry Log ,Georgia.  

                                                                                                                                                                   Full program and financial  information is available upon request. 

                                                                                                                                                                              P.O. Box 69, Cherry Log, GA 30522  | 706-632-1772 | craddockcenter@tds.net  

      DR. FRED B. CRADDOCK 

WE NEED YOU! 

PLEASE REMEMBER THE CRADDOCK CENTER WITH YOUR CHARITABLE  

CONTRIBUTIONS, GOLF TOURNAMENT SPONSORSHIP, AND SILENT AUCTION ITEMS! 

Thank you! 

SHARON KISER, CEP ARTIST 


